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cvp-605/-609 workshop

Yamaha’s Richard Bower looks into the workings of the ‘mixer’ - using the
touch-screen on the Clavinova CVP-605/609

Part 11: Don't get mixed up!

Hello.  We’ve been having some freezing cold weather in
Scotand as I write this - so I hope that you've taken the
opportunity to keep warm and enjoy your Clavinova.  This
month we're going to look at the various functions of the mixing
console.  On the first page of Menu, it's simply called "Mixer".

So... let's open the Mixer by tapping MENU followed by MIXER
on the screen.  You'll see a screen which looks like this (fig.1):

At the left side of the screen there is an indication of what area
of the mixer is being shown.  The first part we'll look at is
‘Pan/Volume’.

The sliders at the bottom of the screen control the volume (or
the balance) of various sections of the Clavinova.  This
enables you to achieve a perfect balance between the Style,
Right voices and Song sections.

The rotary knobs above the sliders are called potentiometers
by studio technicians.  These control the stereo panning of
each section, hence the word ‘Pan’.  An indication of ‘C’ above
a potentiometer confirms that the setting is Central for that
section.  Tap the potentiometer and spin the wheel beside the
screen.  An anticlockwise spin will take the sound more
towards the left speakers; a clockwise spin will move the
sound more to the right.

The row above the potentiometers is a visual indication of
what voice is selected for that section. We'll look closer at this
later in the article.

The next area of Mixer is Chorus/Reverb.

Reverb is the ‘echo’ or ambience you hear in a great cathedral
or concert hall.  It is added to all the voices on Clavinova to
replicate the sound of hearing instruments in a live
environment.  Experiment by changing the reverb settings,
and see how you like the results.  In the example above (fig.2),
tap the knob at the bottom of the ‘Main’ column (circled).  Turn
the wheel clockwise and, as the numbers increase from ‘8’,
you’ll hear the reverb effect increase too.  Don't add too much
though - because it's a bit like adding salt & pepper to a
meal… you won’t want to overdo it.

The row of knobs above Reverb is labelled ‘Chorus’.  This
effect thickens the sound.  

Experiment by tapping the chorus knob in the ‘Main’ column,
and adding some chorus effect. Again, be careful not to add
too much.  

A little chorus added to the piano voice makes for a more
modern sound (and it's also good when added to guitar
voices).

Fig.1: MIXER:  Pan/Volume

Fig.2: MIXER:  Chorus/Reverb
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The ‘Effect’ area of the mixer (fig.3) can look a little daunting,
as you'll see lots of strange labels like ‘CHO3’ or ‘CRDL1’.
These are just abbreviations for various types of effect which
are used on your Clavinova.  If you select a voice such as
BRASS&WOODWIND/WOODWIND WORLD/PANFLUTE your
Clavinova will automatically select an effect in the mixer called
CRDL1.  If you’re wondering what on earth this is... tap the
part of the mixer screen where you see CRDL1, and the
screen illustrated in fig.4 will appear:

Now you can see that the abbreviation CRDL1 stands for an
effect called ‘Cross Delay 1’ - which makes a lot more sense.
Take some time to experiment with the other types of delay in
the list.  You’ll find that the amount, and speed, of the delay will
change when you select a different effect type.  If I use delay
when I'm playing with an accompaniment style I like to use a
‘Tempo Delay’ type (fig.5).  With this kind of effect the delay’s
speed is synchronised to the tempo of the style which gives a
more polished sound.  Try this one for playing with ballad styles:

The next area of the mixing console is EQ. (fig.6)

This is simply a way of controlling bass and treble for each
section of your Clavinova. As you can see from the example,
I've taken a nylon guitar voice and reduced the bass (Low)
frequencies whilst increasing the treble (High) frequencies to
give a brighter, thinner sound.  Perfect for Spanish music!

The Filter area of Mixer is useful for a quick ‘tweak’ of a voice.
Experiment by reducing the Brightness of a voice by tapping
the ‘Brightness’ knob in the ‘Main’ column (fig.7).  Turn the
wheel anticlockwise and you'll hear the sound go darker.  Tap
the ‘Harmonic Control’ knob and turn the wheel clockwise to
make the sound more metallic and synthesized.

The mixer isn't just used for controlling the sounds for the right
hand melody line.  

Fig.3: MIXER:  Effect

Fig.4: Insertion Effects: Cross Delay 1

Fig.5: Insertion Effects: Tempo Cross 1

Fig.6: MIXER:  EQ

Fig.7: MIXER:  Filter

Fig.8: MIXER:  Personalising an accompaniment style
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One of the most useful ways of using the mixer is to control
and personalise a style.  Tap ‘Pan/Volume’ on the left of the
screen and select ‘Style’ at the top of the screen to see the
page illustrated in fig.8.

The layout of this screen is very familiar, as it is almost the
same as the ‘Panel’ area of the mixer.  There are, however, a
few additions... 

The sliders and potentiometers now control each part of the
style. As an experiment, tap the 2nd slider from the left
(Column RHY2) to control the volume of the drummer within
the style.  You can now mix a style exactly to your preferences. 

Towards the top of the screen, tap one of the instrument icons
to change that voice in a style.  Maybe exchange the piano
voice within a style for an electric piano. 

If you want to mute/silence a part within the style tap the
appropriate orange button (fig.9), it’s light goes out and the
part(s) will be muted.

To ‘Solo’ a voice within a style, on the other hand, tap and
hold the orange button.  Its light will turn green and the style
part will sound in isolation as all the others are muted.

The ‘Song Ch1-8’ and ‘Song Ch9-16’ buttons at the top of the
screen open pages where you can control your favourite MIDI
files in a similar way.

Tapping ‘Master’ opens up the screen illustrated in fig.10. The
Master EQ area controls the overall equalisation of the
Clavinova.  There are some preset settings that you can
experiment with to get your Clavinova sounding just perfect in
your home.  If you need a further tweak, just tap the

appropriate gain knob and adjust with the wheel to your taste.
The frequencies are arranged from left to right as bass, low-
middle, middle, high-middle and treble.

There is also a Master Compressor here (fig. 11) and,
although it's unusual to need to use it in a home situation, it
can be useful in a stage or recording studio environment.

As with the Master EQ, there are a number of ready-made
settings suitable for most eventualities, and finer controls for
personalised perfection.

I hope that you had enjoyed our journey through the Mixer.
Hopefully it won't look so scary now.  Clavinova takes care of
most of these settings automatically anyway, but I think it's
good to know how to change things for yourself if you wish.

Enjoy your music and let's hope it's a bit warmer by the next
time we're together.  Bye for now,  Richard.

Fig.9: MIXER:  Muting style part(s) within a style

Fig.10: MIXER:  Master EQ

Fig.11: MIXER:  Master Compressor

1. Tony Christie raised over £1.5 million for Comic Relief by asking the way 
here.

2. Will Fyffe belonged to this city, and after a few drinks, it belonged to him.

3. Albert Hammond was 99 miles from this city in 1975.

4. While Gene Pitney was 24 hours away from this one.

5. Freddie Mercury wrote this song for Montserrat Caballé about her home city
and performed it with her.

6. By the time Glenn Campbell gets here, she'll be rising.

7. The Pogues told us a fairytale, in what has become a traditional 
Christmas song.

8. This European city meant nothing to Midge Ure and Ultravox.

9. Ralph McTell wanted to take us by the hand and lead us through the streets
here.

10. Kenny Ball and his Jazzmen enjoyed this place at midnight.

Answers: 1. Amarillo, 2. Glasgow, 3. Los Angeles (LA), 4. Tulsa, 5. Barcelona, 6. Phoenix, 7. New York, 8. Vienna, 9. London, 10. Moscow

Coffee Time Quiz - by Beverley Coombes

Do  you  enjoy  travelling?  Each  of  these  songs  has  a  city  in  the  title.  What  is  the  city?
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